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Abstract 

Achieving localization with molecular precision has been of great interest for extending fluorescence microscopy to 
nanoscopy. MINFLUX pioneers this transition through point spread function (PSF) engineering, yet its performance 
is primarily limited by the signal-to-background ratio. Here we demonstrate theoretically that two-photon MINFLUX 
(2p-MINFLUX) could double its localization precision through PSF engineering by nonlinear effect. Cramér-Rao Bound 
(CRB) is studied as the maximum localization precision, and CRB of two-photon MINFLUX is halved compared to 
single-photon MINFLUX (1p-MINFLUX) in all three dimensions. Meanwhile, in order to achieve same localization preci-
sion with 1p-MINFLUX, 2p-MINFLUX requires only 1/4 of fluorescence photons. Exploiting simultaneous two-photon 
excitation of multiple fluorophore species, 2p-MINFLUX may have the potential for registration-free nanoscopy and 
multicolor tracking.
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1 Introduction
Super-resolution microscopy takes our vision from the 
conventional 200 nm diffraction limit down to 20 nm 
regime [1–8]. MINFLUX further extends the resolu-
tion to sub-10 nm [9–13], through combining STED-like 
coordinate-targeted excitation donut [1] and the coordi-
nate-stochastic single-molecule localization microscopy 
(SMLM) [2, 3]. By engineering the point spread func-
tions of the microscope, many techniques were intro-
duced to break the precision confinement of localization 
[4–6, 14–16]. In MINFLUX [9–13], the excitation PSF is 
engineered to first-order Laguerre-Gaussian beam. Using 
the intensity minimum of coordinate-targeted confo-
cal excitation, MINFLUX reduces much of the required 
photons, as intensity minimum has much higher con-
trast of intensity than intensity maximum of Gaussian 
excitation, thus is less prone to Poissonian noise [9, 17]. 
Yet, the full potential of MINFLUX has not been reached 

regarding acquisition time and signal-to-background 
ratio. Multiphoton microscopy features with a nonlinear 
dependence of the incidence to the excited signal, hence 
bear potential to further increase the spatio-temporal 
resolution of MINFLUX. For example, in two-photon 
microscopy, the fluorescence intensity is proportional to 
the square of excitation intensity [18–21]. The contrast at 
intensity minima of MINFLUX donut could be enhanced 
by the square dependence. Intuitively, together with that 
two-photon excitation decrease the out-of-focus fluores-
cence background, employing two-photon excitation to 
MINFLUX could significantly improve its localization 
precision. Here we give a theoretical framework of two-
photon MINFLUX (2p-MINFLUX). We show explicitly 
that the square of fluorescence intensity results in 2-fold 
increase in maximum localization precision compared 
to 1p-MINFLUX. This suggests that only 1/4 photons 
are needed for achieving the same localization preci-
sion. Taking advantage of spectral overlapping of absorp-
tion for different fluorophore [22–24], 2p-MINFLUX 
may have the potential for registration-free multicolor 
localizations through emission spectral separation, which 
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paves new avenue for simultaneous single particle track-
ing of fluorophores of different spectra.

2  Results
2.1  Localization precision
For a quantitative illustration, suppose an ideal zero-
center donut excitation and a background-free condition 
with only Poissonian noise. Representing localization 
estimations with confidence intervals (Fig. 1a), the width 
of confidence interval for two-photon fluorescence local-
ization is 1/2 of width for single-photon fluorescence, 
demonstrating improved localization precision.

To explicitly evaluate the improvement, Cramér-Rao 
Bound (CRB) is calculated for maximum localization 
precision of 2p-MINFLUX [9]. Modification is made on 
the Poissonian mean � for two-photon fluorescence con-
sidering nonlinear effect: 

 where �rf  is the fluorophore position, f1 and f2 stand for, 
for simplicity, factors corresponding to absorption cross-
section of fluorophore, quantum yield and collection 
efficiency of the system, and I1p and I2p are point spread 
functions (PSF) of donut excitations. All other parame-
ters in the model are kept unchanged.
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CRB is expressed in an intricate general form of ∂�
∂x and ∂�

∂y . 
As we show in Code File 1 (Ref. [25]), for the typical four-
point targeted coordinate pattern (TCP) [9–13], at the ori-
gin where localization precision is highest (i.e., minimum 
CRB), CRB can be expressed explicitly as [9]: 

 where L is the diameter of TCP circle, N is number of 
detected photons, fwhm is the full width at half maxi-
mum of the excitation PSF, and factor 
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 , where SBR(L) is the 

(median) signal-to-background ratio (dependent on L) [9, 
12]. Since L ≪ fwhm1p ≤ fwhm2p , we can obtain preci-
sion increase slightly larger than two-fold:

The reason for halving of CRB lies in that a factor of 2 
appears when the square of I2p is differentiated: 
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Fig. 1 Localization precision of 2p-MINFLUX. a Intuitive understanding of precision enhancement of 2p-MINFLUX. Length of 95 confidence interval 
of localized position is halved for two-photon fluorescence. Two curves shows single-photon and two-photon fluorescence intensities respectively 
. Assume Poissonian means for single-photon and two-photon fluorescence at r = 25 nm are both 50 (i.e., normalization at r = 25 nm), and assume 
detected photon is 50 as well. fwhm is calculated with NA=1.4, and single-photon and two-photon excitation wavelengths are set to 647 nm and 
800 nm respectively. b Comparison of CRB between single-photon and two-photon MINFLUX with respect to N and L. CRB is calculated with given 
SBR = 3
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and that in CRB formula (see Eq.(S26) in [9]), the denom-
inator has one more power of the above partial deriva-
tives than the nominator, resulting in an additional factor 
of 2 in the denominator.

Maximum localization precision is compared for sin-
gle-photon and two-photon MINFLUX with respect to N 
(Fig. 1b). For L = 50 nm, SBR = 3, N = 100, and single-
photon and two-photon excitation wavelengths set to 
647 nm and 800 nm, CRB2p and CRB1p are 1.15 nm and 
2.31 nm respectively, with CRB enhancement ratio RCRB 
= CRB1p/CRB2p = 2.01. In addition, 2p-MINFLUX pos-
sesses same or slightly higher localization precision with 
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only 1/4 photons compared to 1p-MINFLUX ( N2p = 100 
versus N1p = 400, or N2p = 400 versus N1p = 1600).

Dependence on CRB of possible changes of parameters 
are considered (Fig. 2). Quite contrary to intuition, CRB 
decreases (i.e. localization precision increases) as exci-
tation wavelength increases (Fig.  2a), which is different 
from traditional localization methods, where precision is 
proportional to excitation wavelength. CRB changes only 
slightly with different excitation wavelength, providing 
same SBR and L. We set single-photon excitation wave-
length as 647 nm since red/crimson dyes were most com-
monly used in previous works [9–13], and two-photon 
excitation wavelength as 800 nm corresponding to these 
dyes [23, 24]. Longer wavelength with less phototoxic-
ity such as 1280 nm [26] may also be considered; note 
that with 1280 nm excitation, SBR may be compromised 
due to increased background from an enlarged PSF and 
decreased signal from extended intensity minima.

With L0 = 50 nm fixed, improved SBR results in 
increased localization precision (i.e., decreased CRB) 
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Fig. 2 Dependence of CRB on different parameters. a Dependence of CRB with respect to SBR and excitation wavelength. CRB is calculated with 
given L = 50 nm and N = 100. b Dependence of CRB with respect to SBR with fixed L. In the shaded area where (median) SBR ≤ 1, CRB increases 
(precision decreases) sharply. c, d Combined influence on CRB by SBR and L. SBR is given at L0 = 50 nm (blue lines). SBR decreases as L decreases (d), 
sets a lower bound for L (c). At optimal CRB (solid dots), SBR1p ≈ 0.81, SBR2p ≈ 2.36. Note the logarithmic scale for SBR (d). CRB is calculated with N = 
100 for (b–d)
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(Fig. 2b). If SBR decreases to ≤ 1, then precision decreases 
sharply, due to the inverse proportion of SBR to CRB 
as in factor s. Thus circumstances with SBR ≤ 1 should 
be avoided as much as possible (SBR ≤ 1 is not a good 
parameter for any imaging technique).

We then consider the combined influence on CRB 
of SBR and L (Fig.  2c, d). SBR decreases as L decreases 
(Fig.  2d). Given a fixed SBR at L0 = 50 nm, there is a 
lower bound of CRB and a corresponding optimal L 
(denoted as Lopt ) (Fig. 2c). We argue that given the lim-
ited SBR as MINFLUX uses donut minimum, decrease of 
L below 50 nm and to Lopt is not fruitful as it first seems. 
Note that SBR is not constant; median SBR is used to its 
distribution and ranges around 1.4 to 4.2 for biological 
samples at L = 50 nm [12]. For 1p-MINFLUX, median 
SBR ≈ 0.81 (Fig. 2d) at Lopt , which suggests that SBR is ≤ 
0.81 in 50 percent localizations and thus attainable CRB 
is impaired. For 2p-MINFLUX, SBR decreases more rap-
idly with L compared to 1p-MINFLUX (Fig. 2d), limiting 

further decrease of L (Fig. 2c). To make direct compari-
son, same L = 50 nm and median SBR = 3 are used for 
both 1p-MINFLUX and 2p-MINFLUX.

CRB across 2D xy-plane for one-photon and two-pho-
ton MINFLUX is compared for L = 50 nm (Fig.  3). Of 
most interest is only CRB in center region of TCP cir-
cle instead of whole xy-plane, since a previous round of 
iterative 1p-MINFLUX with L = 100 nm already local-
izes the fluorophore with single-digit nanometer pre-
cision (e.g. 3.3 nm) [12]. A center region with radius of 
3.3 nm has consistently RCRB ≥ 1.92. (Note that in itera-
tive 2p-MINFLUX, a second-last round with L = 100 
nm would likely obtain precision better than 3.3 nm as 
well, resulting in further improved RCRB .) CRB increases 
(precision decreases) with increasing r; 2p-MINFLUX 
has faster increase of CRB than 1p-MINFLUX (Addi-
tional file 1: Figure S1a, b), resulting in decrease of RCRB 
with increasing r (Fig.  3c, d). This faster increase could 
be explained by the faster decrease of intensity of ’signal’ 
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Fig. 3 Comparison of CRB of 2p-MINFLUX versus 1p-MINFLUX in xy-plane. a, b Comparison of CRB across xy-plane of (a) 2p-MINFLUX and 
(b) 1p-MINFLUX. Colormaps are rescaled into same dynamic range. CRB is calculated with N = 100, L = 50 nm, and SBR = 3. c Ratio of CRB of 
1p-MINFLUX to 2p-MINFLUX in (a, b). Dotted lines represent directions for 1D profiles in (d). d 1D cut profiles of CRB ratio in (c). 4 angles (0, 20, 40, 
60) are chosen considering symmetry. Three dotted lines represent r = 1 σ , 2 σ and 3 σ . Scale bar: a–c 5 nm
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in 2p-MINFLUX compared to 1p-MINFLUX (Additional 
file  1: Supplementary note 1). At radius of 6.7 nm and 
10.0 nm (representing 2 σ and 3 σ ), average RCRB are 1.67 
and 1.31 respectively. In addition, 2p-MINFLUX CRB 
(Fig.  3a, S1a) is much more anisotropic than 1p-MIN-
FLUX CRB (Fig.  3b, S1b); a triangle-like contour can 
be seen in CRB of 2p-MINFLUX (Fig.  3a), but not in 
1p-MINFLUX CRB (Fig. 3b). This could also be explained 
qualitatively by plotting the different ’signals’: in 2p-MIN-
FLUX, ’signals’ decreases faster with r for angle 0 than 
angle 60 (Additional file 1: Supplementary note 1). Ani-
sotropy also exists for CRB under L = 100 nm (Addi-
tional file 1: Supplementary note 2, Figure S2).

The enhancement of z-localization precision is simi-
lar to xy-localization. 3D-donut is modeled simply as a 
quadratic function [12]. The highest precision at the ori-
gin also increases by 2-fold: 

2.2  Localization reconstruction
Using maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), z-axis 
localization, as a 1D problem, can be solved analytically 
for 2p-MINFLUX as well:

where n0 and n1 are number of photons detected with 
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 are neglected. In simulation, the above estima-
tor agrees with ground truth, and improved localization 
precision can be seen (Fig. 4).
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For localization estimation in xy-plane, we investigated 
two methods: maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) 
and least mean square estimation (LMS), being unbiased 
and biased respectively. For LMS estimation, a same first-
order linearization is used [9]. The LMS estimator can be 
analytically solved: 

where k is the number of exposures, and, p̂i = ni/N  , 
where ni and �ri are, respectively, number of collected 
photons and displacement of excitation beam for each 
exposure. Similar to the expression of CRB, denominator 
of LMS estimator is also multiplied by a factor of 2.

For MLE estimation, the log-likelihood function is 
maximized as classically done. The maximization is 
solved numerically. MLE estimation should be given a 
starting value for its convergence. In our simulation, LMS 
estimator served as this starting value thanks to its sim-
ple form. We simulated MINFLUX imaging in xy-plane 
for L = 50 nm with numerically solved MLE estimation 
(Fig. 5). For photon number N = 250, 2p-MINFLUX can 
already achieve 6 nm resolution, which is barely feasible 
in 1p-MINFLUX (Fig. 5b, c). In addition, compared with 
1p-MINFLUX with N = 1000 (Fig.  5d), 2p-MINFLUX 
with N = 250 achieved similar localization distributions, 
confirming the capability of 2p-MINFLUX to reduce 
number of photons required.

We believe 2p-MINFLUX would be capable of mul-
ticolor localizations (Fig.  5e, f ). Because of the spec-
tral overlapping of two-photon absorption peaks, it is 
possible to excite multiple fluorophores simultane-
ously. If emission spectra of the multiple fluorophores 
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Fig. 4 Simulation of z-axis localization. A structure with 3 positions was simulated, with z-coordinates being -5, 0, 5 nm for each positions. To 
focus solely on z-localizations, x-positions are not reconstructed with MINFLUX and are generated with normal random number for visualization; 
parameters are set as: standard deviation σ1p = 1.0 nm, σ2p = 0.5 nm, and mean µ1p = µ2p = 0. Calculation is conducted with N = 100, L = 50 nm, 
and SBR = 3. Pixel size is 0.5 nm. Scale bar: 1 nm
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are not overlapped, then complete separation of differ-
ent fluorescence can be achieved with simple dichro-
matic filters. Although it is not a must to use a single 
excitation for multicolor two-photon microscopy, a 
single-wavelength two-photon excitation is beneficial 
for multicolor MINFLUX, as it can be easily achieved 
with dichromatic beam splitters. In this configuration, 
multicolor 2p-MINFLUX would be free of registration 
of different color channels, as they are excited with 
the same donut coordinates. Hence, this may enable 
simultaneous registration-free multicolor MINFLUX 

tracking, which could be crucial for study of molecular 
interactions. Note that L could be adjusted dynamically, 
and that since CRB worsens with increased r (Fig.  3), 
simultaneous localization gains most benefit only when 
fluorophores are close enough to the coordinate origin 
of excitation pattern.

3  Discussion
In future experimental works, attention needs to be paid 
on choice of fluorophores, choice of wavelength of femto-
second laser, power of two-photon excitation, attainable 
fluorescence rate, possible faster bleaching, and attain-
able signal-to-background ratio.

3.1  Overview
Increase of excitation power is needed in MINFLUX to 
achieve enough fluorescence rate compared to confocal 
laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) [10]; as L decreases, 
excitation power should be increased as well [12]. Fig-
ure  6 compares the intensities of excitation PSFs and 
emission PSFs of 2p-MINFLUX and 1p-MINFLUX with 
L = 50 nm.

Assume under certain excitation power Pa and Pb for 
1p-donut and 2p-donut respectively [with peak intensity 
of excitation PSF being Ia and Ib respectively (Fig.  6a)], 
the fluorescence intensities are the same for fluorophores 
located exactly at the PSF peaks (with normalization 
of 1) (Fig. 6b). Intensities at r = 25 nm are low for both 
2p-donut and 1p-donut (0.0543 and 0.0832 respectively) 
(Fig.  6a). In order to maximize fluorescence signals at r 
= 25 nm, excitation intensity (and power) of the excita-
tion donut should be increased. Increase of ≈ 12.1-fold 
and 18.4-fold respectively for 1p-/2p-MINFLUX (Fig. 6c) 
would result in same fluorescence signals (with value of 
1) at r = 25 nm for MINFLUX (Fig. 6d) compared with 
the original donut (Fig. 6a, b). For 2p-MINFLUX, the fold 
of increase remains comparable with 1p-MINFLUX; an 
additional 1.5-fold only is sufficient.

Hypothetical emission donuts for 1p-/2p-MINFLUX 
could be derived as well (Fig. 6d). The intensity of peak 
for 1p-MINFLUX emission donut is 12.1, whereas for 
1p-MINFLUX emission donut is 18.42 = 338 because of 
the square dependence. We argue that curves in Fig. 6(d) 
do not reflect reality because of fluorescence saturation 
(Additional file  1: Supplementary note 3) and fluoro-
phores being in single-molecule state (see subsection  4 
’Background’ of Discussion).

3.2  Estimated fluorescence rate
The useful fluorescence rate (denoted as ηMFX ) in 
1p-MINFLUX is η1pMFX ≤ 50 kHz for the dyes AF647, 
CF680 and CF660C [12].
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Fig. 5 Simulation results of 2p-MINFLUX. a Configuration of a 
simulated single-color dye-labelled square DNA origami. (b-d) 
Simulation on the above origami of b 2p-MINFLUX and c, d 
1p-MINFLUX. For each dye, simulation of localization was repeated 
for b, d 25 and c 100 times respectively, with N = 250 (b, c) or 1000 
(d), L = 50 nm, and SBR = 3. Pixel size is 0.5 nm. e Configuration of a 
simulated dual-color dye-labelled origami for simulation of dual-color 
2p-MINFLUX. Angles and distances are same with (a). f Simulation of 
dual-color 2p-MINFLUX. Simulation was repeated for 100 times for 
each dye, with N = 250, L = 50 nm, and SBR = 3. Scale bar: b–d, and 
f 5 nm
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Before discussion on fluorescence rate and possible 
saturation in MINFLUX, basic characteristics of the 
relationship between fluorescence rate and excitation 
power for both one-photon and two-photon fluores-
cence should be explicated. The relationship is often 
shown with curves of fluorescence rate to excitation 
power. Each curve of fluorescence rate can be separated 
into two parts: a first part with strict linear (for one-
photon) or quadratic (for two-photon) power depend-
ence, and a second part that reaches plateau [27–30]. 
We use denotations ηlin ( η1lin or η2lin ) to describe the 
maximum fluorescence rate with linear (or quadratic, 
respectively) power dependence for single-photon or 
two-photon fluorescence (i.e., at the transition point 
from linear to nonlinear (saturation) dependence); and 

ηsat ( η1sat or η2sat ) to describe the saturated fluorescence 
rate. A non-saturated, strictly displacement-dependent 
fluorescence should be ensured for either 1p-/2p-MIN-
FLUX. Regions of interest (ROIs) should be quantified; 
for L = 50 nm ( r0 = 25 nm), the radius r of the fluoro-
phore can be described as r0 ± 3σ , where σ is the CRB 
of a previous round of iteration with L = 100 nm. For 
a strictly linear/quadratic dependence within the ROIs, 
ηr0±3σ ≤ ηlin should be satisfied ( ηr0±3σ = ηlin to maxi-
mize the fluorescence detection of MINFLUX). Thus 
MINFLUX fluorescence rate is estimated as

(8)

ηMFX = ηr0 =
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(c) MINFLUX excitation 2p vs. 1p
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Fig. 6 Profiles of excitation and emission intensities of 2p-MINFLUX and 1p-MINFLUX. Solid dots indicate donut intensities at r = 25 nm. Donut 
peaks occur at radius r1p = 142 nm, and r2p = 175 nm, corresponding to a 1.24-fold increase. a, b Donut excitation and emission similar to traditional 
confocal. Excitation intensities at r = 25 nm are I1p = 0.0832 ≈ 1/12.1, and I2p = 0.0543 ≈ 1/18.4. c–d MINFLUX donut profiles with increased 
excitation power. Excitation power is increased by 12.1-fold and 18.4-fold for 1p-/2p-MINFLUX respectively (c). Intensities in d is only hypothetical; 
considering fluorescence saturation, curves of emission would reach plateau (saturation) beyond certain values of r 
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For 1p-MINFLUX with σ1p = 3.3 nm, I(r0+kσ)
I(r0)

 = 1.90; 
while for 2p-MINFLUX with σ2p = 1.6 nm (Additional 
file 1: Supplementary note 4), and I(r0+kσ)

I(r0)
 = 2.04.

Data of η2lin for the red/crimson dyes were not found 
in literature. We assume that the ratios of η2lin

η1lin
 are the 

same for different fluorophores. For the dye TMR [27], 
η1lin = 20 kHz, and η2lin = 13 kHz. Thus the fluores-
cence rate for 2p-MINFLUX could be estimated as 
η2pMFX ≈ η2lin

η1lin

1.90
2.04η1pMFX = 30 kHz. A smaller rate of 25 

kHz is chosen, corresponding to collected photons N = 
1000 in t = 40 ms exposure time. Indeed, the fluores-
cence rate would be smaller for two-photon fluores-
cence than single-photon fluorescence. The realistic 
fluorescence rate achievable should be measured in 
experiment.

Although the out-of-focus noise is almost absent for 
two-photon excitation, pulsed two-photon excitation 
may cause faster bleaching than continuous-wave single-
photon excitation at the focal plane. This may limit the 
attainable number of repeats of localizations per mol-
ecule of 2p-MINFLUX.

3.3  Estimated excitation power
The excitation power needed for 2p-MINFLUX is calcu-
lated (Additional file  1: Supplementary Note 5). Equa-
tion (9) in ref. [20] is used for calculation. Two-photon 
cross-sections of 100 GM is mainly considered; several 
red/crimson dyes (Atto647N, Silicon Rhodamine, STAR 
635P, Atto594 and Atto590) all have > 100GM cross sec-
tions under 800 nm excitation [24]. For a fluorophore 
with 100 GM two-photon cross section, < 1 mW of con-
focal excitation power is enough for fluorescence rate to 
reach 25 kHz for a single molecule (Additional file 1: Fig-
ure S3a). With a 18.4-fold decrease of intensities at r = 25 
nm, excitation power of < 20 mW should be enough for 
2p-MINFLUX (Additional file 1: Figure S3b). According 
to the ref. [26], with a 775 nm laser of 82 MHz repeti-
tion rate, 60 mW and 52 mW excitation power at sam-
ple surface were used for ex vivo and in vivo deep brain 
two-photon microscopy respectively. Of course, because 
of tissue scattering, the focal excitation power (not esti-
mated in the reference) is not as large as 52 mW, the 
reference still shows that 52 mW power of femtosecond 
laser is compatible with biological settings.

3.4  Background
We maintain that the background of 2p-MINFLUX 
remain comparable to 1p-MINFLUX. Indeed, increase 
of excitation intensity would result in increase of back-
ground of 1p-MINFLUX compared to 1p-confocal, and 
also increase of background of 2p-MINFLUX compared 

to 2p-confocal. We argue that background in 1p-/2p-
MINFLUX consists of two kinds of background: (1) back-
ground originated from outer region of focal donut PSF, 
and (2) out-of-focus background (originated from excita-
tion outside focal PSF and arrived at detector due to scat-
tering). Two-photon excitation would reduce the latter 
kind of background compared to 1p-MINFLUX, because 
of the restriction of two-photon excitation in the focal 
spot. However, 2p-MINFLUX may increase the first kind 
of background. Since the donut is larger for 2p-MIN-
FLUX, there is increased possibility of two-photon-
induced luminescence of unstained features (excited with 
elevated excitation intensities although they have limited 
two-photon cross-sections).

Importantly, both 1p-MINFLUX and 2p-MINFLUX are 
single-molecule localization microscopy (SMLM) tech-
nique, not simple confocal laser scanning microscopy. 
There would not be excessive fluorescence background 
(no 12-fold or 338-fold for 1p-/2p-MINFLUX) originated 
from another molecule because (1) other molecules are 
in off-state; and (2) if an off-state molecule is turned on 
unwantedly, the molecule would be saturated because 
fluorescence saturation would occur at r >> 25 nm, 
and this particular data should be discarded. However, 
because of the larger radius compared to Gaussian PSFs 
in CLSM, 1p-MINFLUX necessitates higher require-
ment of single-molecule state; and 2p-MINFLUX may 
necessitate even higher requirement than 1p-MINFLUX 
because of its larger radius than 1p-donut as well.

4  Conclusion
In summary, MINFLUX can be enhanced with multipho-
ton excitation process, with 2-fold increase of localiza-
tion precision or 4-fold decrease of required fluorescence 
photons compared to 1p-MINFLUX. As different dyes 
can be excited simultaneously with two-photon excita-
tion, 2p-MINFLUX may have the potential for registra-
tion-free multicolor localizations. This may be of use not 
only for nanometer-precision localization microscopy 
[11, 12], but also simultaneous tracking [10] of several 
fluorophores. This could be crucial for study of molecu-
lar interactions, for example, protein-protein interac-
tions, protein-nucleic acids interactions, or virus-cell 
interactions.
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